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BREAKING NEWS

MICHAEL VICK WAS INDICTED ON
WEt>NESt>AY ll TWO
STATE CHAGRES AND HAS BEEN
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INDEFINITELY SUSPENDED WITHOUT PAY, ACCORDING TO CNN.COM.

CAMPUS

SPORTS

SPECIAL ELECTION RESULTS ARE TAil.JED.
FIND OUT WHO WON, LOST AND TIED IN THE
DIFFERENT RACES.

THE WASIDNGTON NATIO~ PLAYED THE FI·
NAL GAME EVER AT RFK ON SUNDAY. FIND OUT
THE RESULT AND FAN REACTION INSIDE.
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Cafeteria Closed Due
to Health Violations
BY TRAVER RIGGINS
Campus Editor
The Blackburn Cafeteria was
closed on Tuesday after an inspection
by the District of Columbia Department of Health confirmed a rodent
problem.
Health department records indicate that a complainant filed a complaint when rodents were sighted inside
the cafeteria on delivery days.
The records confirmed the
complaint was valid, but the complainant could not be reamed by the health
department.
"[fhe) establishment license
was suspended after a complete inspection," the records stated. "Other violations, including back up sewage, was
found."
Blackburn and Sodexho personnel have not yet responded to e-mail requests for comment through University
Communications.
The university, howe\'er, has released tlle following statement addressing the situation: "The Howard University Cafeteria is closed today [fuesday)
to allow Sodexho lnl. and Ph~~ical Facilities Management to address qualit)
control issues relevant to tl\e operation
of the facility. \Ve expect to reopen for

normal operations in the shortest possible time. Students have been provided
alternative options for meal services."
The Department of Health
also had records of a consultation two
university employees had with Western
Pest Services on Sunday.
In a letter, Western addressed
Stephanie Woodfork, special assistant
in the Office of the Associate Vice President of Administrative Services, and
Ellen Early, general manager of Sodexho operations on Howard's campus.
In the letter, Cecil Issac, commercial service supervisor with Western, outlined an action plan for addressing the rodent activity in the Blackburn
Cafeteria, including weekly service and
follow ups and additional placement
of "rodent control devices" inside and
outside the cafeteria and in the cooler
box. A log book for rodent sightings is
to be used for each sighting.
"It is very important that all
sightings are recorded in this book so
that our technicians will know where
to service on his arrival," Issac stated in
the lener.
Other instructions Issac outlined
in the letter were to seal all holes, propcrlv store food, ensure do )f sweep, ;u c
the proper length, repair the trash compactor door and not to agitate "exterior
rodent stations."

Bush Neglects War in Iraq
at U.N. Peace Conference
BY WILLIAM DOUGLAS
McClatchy Newspapers (MCT)
UNITED NATIONS - President Bush implored the United Nations
on Tuesday to recommit itself to restoring human decency by liberating oppressed people and ending famine and
disease.
Speaking before tl1c United Nations General Assembly, U\c president
called for renewed efforts to enforce the
U.N.'s Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, a striking point of empha,is (or
a leader who's widely accused of violating human rights in waging war against
terrorism.
Bush didn't mention the U.S.
prisons in Afghanistan or at Abu Ghraib
and Guantanamo Bay, the U.S. practice
of holding detainees for years without
legal cl\argcs or access to lawyers, or
the CL\'s "rendition" kidnappings of
suspects abroad. all issues of concern
to human rights activists around the
world.
'1\t first read, it's little more
than an exercise in hypocrisy. His words
about human rights ring hollow because
his credibility is nonexistent," said Curt
Goering, the deputy executive director
of Amnest)• International USA. "The
gap between the rhetoric and the actual
record is stunning. I can't help but believe many people in the audience were
thinking, '\ Vhat was this man think.mg.?'"
Still, some groups, sucl\ as the bipartisan One: The Campaign to Make
Poverty History, praised Bush for calling
for a recommitment to U\e Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
The president spoke of every
civilized nation's "responsibility to stand
up for the people suffering under dictatorship." He said the United States was
doing its part by imposing new sanctions against the military dictatorship in
Myanmar, formerly known as Burma.
'1\mericans are outraged by the
situation in Burma, where a military
junta has imposed a 19-ycar reign of
fear," Bush said. "Basic freedoms of
speech, assembly and worship arc severely restricted. Ethnic minorities are
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Blacks in the Prison Pipeline
Celebrities, Parents of Jena Six Declare Crisis for Black Teens Across the Nation
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Caseptla Bailey (above}, Robert
Bailey's mother, shares her
angst. Robert M. Franklin,
Jr. (far left}, speaks while Biii
Cosby (center) and Juan Williams look on.

Bill Cosby Discusses the Issue

Jena Residents Share Their Stories

BY LINSAY ISSACS
Staff Writer

BY VANESSA ROZIER
Nation &World Editor

Cramton Auditorium was filled with students and
national speakers Tuesday, as the Children's Defense Ftmd
(CDF) opened a national summ.it presented in part b) educator and entertainer Bill Cosby, Ph.D.
The summit was held to address an issue in America
today, known as the "Cradle to Prison Pipeline Crisis." The
slogan refers to the epidemic of poverty stricken homes and
communities, as well as the absence of major role models,
including parents, in }'OUU\'s lives.
A panel of prominent educators lined the stage,
speaking out against the issue in society and encouraging
aid to the deprived youth of Ame1ica.
The twC>-day summit, which will continue today. included a panel of three educators on 1\iesda)~ Beside Cosby wen: Juan \Villiams, senior correspondent for
National P\lblic Radio, and Robert Michael Franklin, Jr.,
the tenth president of Morehouse College. The prominent
names bought attention from Howard students, who attended the event.
"[CDF] helped raise awareness to this issue," said
freshman political science major Sebastian King. "H aving
Bill Cosby there was good to reel in more people."
The non-profit organization, which began in
1973, sets out to ensure all children a healthy start with their
Leave No Child Behind slogan, as well. The Children's Defense Fund and its affiliates are currently in the process of
traveling O\'er the United States,

From one pair of brown
eyes to anotl1er. a little bO) asked
how he could get to prison. He
raved about U\eir beds, the food
they serve, the new school books
they provide and U\e fact that air
conditioning and heat are available
year-round. The 10-ycar-old black
boy wanted to join his friends in a
prison where 400 of the 900 beds
inside sleep 13 to 19-year olds.
\-Vriter Constance Curry
shared this story with an attentive,
mobilized audience in Cramton
Auditorium last night. Curl'} was
accompanied by Jena Six motl1ers Caseptla Bailey, DwandaJones
and Tina Jones, Robert Bailey's
stepsister Catrina \Vallace, Louisiana Civil Rights lawyer Tracie
Washington and CEO of the
Friends of Justice in Texas, Alan

> See COSBY, Page 3

Bean.
These mothers, fathers,
activists and history-makers came
together from around tl1e nation,
and overseas, to discuss racial injustices and the prison pipeline.
"You get to prison just by

being there," Curry said in reference to life as a black person in
Jena, La. and tl1e school system in
a racist environment. Curry was
an activist and journalist during
the Civil Rights h-1ovement. 'l11e
Jena Six case reminds her of a
time of forced integration 43 years
ago accompanied with name-<:alling, shootings into houses and lifethreatening hate crimes.
Brea.king it down for the
mainly young audience, Curry
said, "The battleground has
changed, but the battle itself has
not."
'Mer the rally on Thursday we started to get tlu-catening
phone calls." 'Jina .Jones, Bryant
Punis' mother, said. She !mid that
in the five days since all eyes were
on Jena, threats of lynching and
burning her house down invaded
her life. She received calls saying,
"I'm gonna get )'Our kids," flooded
her telephone.
Purvis is now a senior high
scl\ool student out of state and
playing on tl1e basketball team, but
not all of tl1c Six arc that fortunate.
Mychal Bell is still incarcerated.
> See MOTHERS, Page 3

Not Much to Blast About Shuttle Services
persecuted."
'fhe president also had sharp
words for Iran, North Korea, Belarus,
Syria, Zimbabwe and Sudan for having
"brutal regimes" that "deny their people the fundamental rights enshrined in
the Universal Declaration" of Human
Rights. He omitted any reference to repressive regimes allied with his war on
terrorism, including Egypt, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Russia and China.
Iranian President N1ahmoud
Ahmadinejad sat in the U.N. chamber,
often cl\ecking his watch, during Bush's
remarks. Cuban officials walked out
during Bush's 20-minute speech.
He took the United Nations to
task, saying it needs to be overhauled
in order to be credible. H e accused the
Security Council of ignoring human
rights violations by Venezuela, North
Korea and Iran while constantly criticizing Israel.
He employed a softer tone from
previous UN. appearances, however.
He embraced the United Nations as
useful, in contrast to his earlier attitude
that the body was - as he once said "an international debating society."
But he brushed past the wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq and didn't mention Iran's alleged nuclear tllreat, the
biggest global nash points today.

Campus 2

BY CHRISTINA BURTON
Staff Writer
A small gathering
of students put their issues
with the shuttle senrices "on
blast" at Tuesday's first "Put
It On Blast" forum run by the
Howard University Student
Association and the Office of
Parking and Shuttle Operation Services.
Director of OPSO
Clifford Smith took comments,
suggestions and complaints
from students that covered
everything from the attitudes
of the shuttle drivers, the confusion of the routes and even
the possibility of a more strict
service schedule, especially at
night and in the mornings servicing Howard Plaza Towers
and the Slowe/Carver stops.
Alicia Criner, a senior marketing major, commended Smith and OPSO on
the revamping of the routes
and the shuttles' appearances,
but suggested that schedules
be posted on the stands at the
shuttle stops so that students
will have an easier access to
the scl\edulcs.

Business & Technology 5

Smith, who took
notes throughout the entire
"blast", said that even though
the group in attendance was
small, the input from students
is the best way for their issues
to be handled.
"I haven't really gotten any negative feedback
about shuttle se1vices," Smith
said. "So you guys being here
helps. [Your] feedback helps."
"One reason why I
adjusted the shuttle service
this year was because of the
complaints, the comments I
got from RA's and students,"
Smith added.
One of the major
complaints that Smith heard
last year was that there wasn't
enough service to Slowe H all
and Carver Hall compared to
other routes.
Students
also
claimed that some of the shuttle drivers' attitudes were unprofessional. Suggestions of a
sensitivity training or an orientation with sessions on professional behavior were brought
up. Smith said that training of
that nature would be brought
to the attention of Interna-

ti on al
Limo, the

Students board one of the new shuttles furnished this year.

company
that H oward contracts the shuttles and
their drivers from.
This year the shuttle
services have been divided
into north and south routes
with digital displays on the
front, side and rear of each
shuttle clarifying where each
shuttle is going. However
some students do not feel that
the drivers stay on schedule or
en route.
"'Nc're not putting
anybody on blast," said Rob-

erts. "\'\'e're putting issues on
blast."
Previous
HUSA
administrations used to talk
directly with Swygert about
student issues. Each month
this year, HUSA plans to have
about two or three sessions
that Roberts calls "more intimate" and issue-based.
"It made more sense
to talk to the person who is
directly involved with the ser> Se<' SHUTTLES, Page 3
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Life at the Mecca: Casey Crawford Designs for Cause
BY CHRISTINA BURTON
staff writer
By this time senior year,
Howard "ready-to-grads" are casing the job market and focusing
on passing the remainder of their
classes that afford them graduation. As for Casey Crawford, his
job market was here at the Mecca
all along.
Crawford, a graphic design major and advertising minor,
began his career in entrepreneurship at Howard during his freshman year.
H e and close friends
who are now his business partners
- senior film production major
Javier Ramos and senior marketing major H ollis Chin Kee Fatt
started a clothing line ca.lied Free
Style, which they wore and marketed, but never got the chance to
sell due to financial holdbacks.
"I've always been creative," Crawford said. "I can't
help progressing, especially when

I gel around influential people.
You can't help but to merge together."
Through years and
name changes (Free Style turned
out the be trademarked by a Target Stores casual brand) the company, now called H ave Knots, has
maintained the same vision.
In support of the Jena
Six, Crawford said H ave Knots
will be promoting its campaign
called "There ls No I in Black".
Crawford said that along with
the clothing line, the purpose is
to uplift black people. Shirts with
the message are due as the first
item out.
"Time is a good thing
in our case," Crawford said,
"because we saved up money
for production costs. We've been
working hard since the beginning
together."
H e hopes to have garments in stores like Commonwealth and Up Against The \Vall
by fall 2008.

Crawford lives the typical life of a senior on the grind.
Having lived ofT campus last year,
Crawford's bachelor pad, which
includes two other tenants, is his
only place to pump the brakes.
He works two jobs and maintains
a 21-credit scheme.
He said his hardest
class is African-American art and
history, "because I have to stay
awake. It's from 6:30 until 9:00 at
night. It's very boring."
Hailing from St. Louis,
Crawford cherishes both of his
pal"\ nts. H e also has two siblings.
Along with the hectic lifestyle behind working and
fronting his clothing line, Crawford is a National Dean's List
member and a model.
H e helped showcase the
Homecoming fashion show for
the last two years, and is disappointed he won't be appearing in
this year's show.
"I wish I could get another little taste," he said, reflect-

ing on his two years in the spotlight as h e makes room for new
models to hit the Homecoming
stage.
Crawford also participated in BET's " Rip The Runway" last year and Fashion Week
in New York last September.
In his spare time, Crawford finds himself at his house
with his friends or drawing his
next tattoo. He does not know
how many tattoos he has.
' .-<\ bunch. I probably
spent over $1 ,900 in the tattoo
parlor," Crawford said, scanning
his body for all viewable tattoos,
most of which have some Biblical
imagery to them.
Although Howard was
Crawford's drean1 college and
his first and only clloice, he's got
the same Howard student problems, including the administrative quarrels and hoops that Bison have to jump through around
registration time.
"I think I've jumped

Special Elections Results are In
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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Name

Position

No. Votes

CL•dnia Youne

Executive Treasuur

Durell Hairston

Executive Treasurer

JamnSims

Executive Treasurer

Tiffanv Cox
Sherise Johns
Charlanoa Rav
Sbaouita Ogletree
Edward HUI

Senior Class Secretary
Senior Class Treasurer
Junior Class Secretarv
Junior Class Representative
Sophomorl' Class Ri>pttStntatlvt

Pierre Whatlev

Freshman Class President

Miami Graves
Iran Heavey

Freshman Class President
FreshmWl Class President

Corey Briscoe

Freshman Class Pre,fident

Justin Askew
Salice Kelley
Echoe Malone
Alvin Staley
Kristal Hansley
Kimberlv Glover
•••Randy Etheleau
•••svasia Blake
•••Rhushanda Burke

Freshman Class Vice-President
Freshman Class Vice-President
Freshman Class Vice-President
Freshman Class Treasurer
Freshman Class Secretary
Freshman Class Secretarv
Freshman Class Representative
Freshman Class Reoresentative
Freshman Claslt?'presentativc

85
45
80
18
5
14
16
31
59
17
27
39
96
28
11
123

98
29

SI
47
24

o/o
41.46%
21.95%

39.02%
100%
J00.0%
100%
100•1 .

•

Pt>010 Courtesy "

easer CllWlord

Graduating senior Casey Crawford (right) is ready to pursue his career
aspriations in modeling, graphics, and fashion. •
on the 'senior ready to graduate'
bandwagon," Crawford said. "
He added, "I'm ready

to g raduate. "I'm ready to move
to New York and do ad work, design and model.·•

What to Learn
How to Write?

100~.

41.55%
11.97%
19.01 %
27.46%
71.11•!.
20.74%
8.15%
100%
77.17%
22.83%
41.800/o
38.52%
19.67%

let Us Help You.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

I

-

Name
Elizabeth Johnson
Jonathan Houston

Position
Junior Class Secretary
Freshman Class President

No. Votes
4
3

Eioboean J.fofove

Freshman Class President

Maroucl Russel
Justin Morrison
Christopher Ard

FreshmawClass President
Freshman Class President
Freshman Class President

33
12

Jewel B11rks
As/tie•• Foote

Freshman Class President
Freshman Class Vice-President

-

s
8

Ndeve Diop
Ariel Jones

Freshman Class Vice-President
Freshman Class Vice-President

Cltavon11e Henderson

Freshman Class Jlice-President

Keith l\1avo
JeS$ica Patton
Unioue James

Freshman Class Treasurer
Freshman Class Secretarv
Freshman C lass Secretary

22
40
7
3
32

74

34
45

%
JOO~.

3.6%

39.7%
14.4o/o
6.0%
9.6o/o
26.5%
48. 7%
8.5%
3.6%
39.0%
100.0"/o
43.00/o
56.9%1

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCWTECTURE, and COMPUTER SCIENCE
Name
Cierra Ross
Kyle Spence
Jared Culp
Yasmin Humohrev
Torian Black
Carmyn Robey
Jacob Shodiva
Shamav Clark

Position
Executive Treasurer
UGSA Representative
Sophomore Class Vice-President

.

Sophomore Class Vlce-Pnsidtot

Sophomore Class Vice-President
Freshman Class President
Freshman Class President
Frtshmno Clan Vlet-PrtSidcnt

No. Votes
47
58
6
14
2
22
7
25

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY• NURSING, and ALLIED HEALTH
Name
Alicia Jones
Ashlev Jones

Position
UGSA Representative
UGSA Reoresentative

%
100.0"/.

Position
Executive Secretarv
Judicial Coordinator

27.2%

63.6°/o
9.0%
75.9%
24.1%
100.0•1.

No. Votes
10
24

%
29.4%
70.50/o

No. Votes
1
2

•/o
100.0"/e
100.0~.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Name
Sophia Nur
Shameka Cathev
Deshonnn Colller
Imani Cheers
Jerome Hunt

-

-

Position
Executive President
Judiciai Coordinator
GSA Representative
GSA Representative
GSA Representative

No. Votes
24

34
21
18

33

Ofo
100.0~.

100.0"/.
28.8%
24.7%
45.21%

SCHOOL OF DIVINITY

-

Name
Vorri Berry
Denise Grant
Toni Ross
~licbael Fisher

Position
Executive Treasurer
Executive Sccretarv
Inter-Seminarian
Inter-Seminarian

No. Votes
4
4

%
100.0•1.
100.0"I.
100.0%

4

100.0~.

4

The Hilltop
Writing Workshop.

100.0~.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Name
YaaNanaAdu
Laura Straughn

Join Us at

Graphic eo..tesy cl 8'*"8 Ekunda)O

Students voted on Bison Web in special elections Tuesday to determine positions left vacant after the spring elections. The
elections were also held to elect freshmen to office with the start of the new school year. Bolded names are the unofficial
winners. Since all winners must carry at least 51 percent of the vote, bolded and italicized names will participate In a runoff on
Tuesday. Names marked with asterisks wlll participate in a re·election due to an administrative error on the ballot, according to
Special Elections Commissioner Bukola Ekundayo. All election day grievances must be filed today by 7 p.m.
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Youth Imprisonment in the Black Community Focus of Conference
Continued from FRONT,
COSBY

•

to relay information of this epidemic and offer a
solution. ln addition to fu1ding a solution, which includes
"rebuilding families, healthy marriages, and healthy relationships", the panelists mentioned the lack of caring
adults in commwlities, and the lack of role models.
'~dults arc what are wrong with our children,"
Cosby said.
The author of the recent book, "Come On
People!: On the Path from Victims to Victors," continued
to bring attention to the dismantled homes. Cosby subtly
cllarged the adults to fl)rget about their responsibilities as
leaders in the commwlity, and even noted the allegations
against him relating to his opinions on the commwlity.
Vruious media outlets painted Cosby as almost a
hypocrite, saying that because he is merely a comedian
and is not a victim, he does not Ullderstand. Nevertheless, Cosby continued throughout the swnnlit to explain
ilie various problems arising wiiliin the commwlities,
including children being born into single family homes,
poor education, and inadequate efforts to prevent child
abuse and neglect.
''I agree that it starts at the home," King said,
one of the many students to attend the sUJllnlit. "Parents
must essentially man up to give us progress. We have to
look out for others, if we see someone on the wrong track
we have to set tllem right."
This in patticular, consists of black males who
are not being trained and rehabilitated, according lo
Franklin. One out of three African-Americans end up

in prison, as well as one out of six Hispatlic men. Between 2005-2006, the cllild poverty rates were the highest in the District of Columbia., with 32.6 percent of the
population. These and other factors linlit the growth of
youth's ability to be successful out of the streets, adding
to the penitentiary systein's expatlsion. Keeping kids out
of jail at sucll a drastic age is the primary focus of CDFs
Cradle to Prison Pipeline campaign.
''What if we used our ingenuity to return [convicts) to the community," Franklin said. "v\lhile they're
on pa.role, why don't we protect t11em [from going back].
When they leave they are a serving part of the community."
He continued, ''Where are the cllurches? Why
aren't they opening and creating a safe refuge?" The
panel continued to discuss tlle issues atising with black
males, focusing on their absence in the commwlity.
''We need real black teaclling males," Cosby said.
''The black male student sees women in his home, females in tlle classroom and starts to lose hope. v\le need
to see more of us standing l}r classrooms)."
The sUJllnlit continued on throughout the da)~
with various stories from both youtll and parent advocates. They encouraged the participation from community members to listen to children and lei1d a helping
hand to resolve the epidenlic.
''If you= enough," said youth advoca.teJasbir Singh, "you save lives."
The surnnlit will continue today with presentations in both the Blackbum Ballroom and t11e Andrew
Rankin Memorial Chapel.

Shuttle Upgrades Lauded at Town Hall
Continued from FRONT,
SHUITLES
vice than talk to Swygert," Roberts added.
According to Roberts, the University of
Maryland has a convenient shuttle box system set
up at each bus stop. Schedules are in each box for
students to view as they stand at the shuttle stops.
"Once we get those boxes in, it'll help alleviate the confusion that students are having," Roberts said.
Smith says that students who are not at
shuttle stops should not be picked up and that if
they have any issues, students should contact him
via email or phone.
"I've seen one driver that was bold enough
to be in the back of the shuttle just chilling," said
Darrion Woods, a junior and a student services cocoordinator.
A few students mentioned a driver who
calls himself "Bernie" who goes on break when he
feels and has a bad attitude when addressing students. Smith said that the driver was fired however
students say he is back.
The Banneker lot was a subject of controversy in regards to its efficiency. The lot, Smith says,
is unable to be developed more because the District
of Columbia has an emergency genera.tor under the
grounds.
"Part of that area is for emergency prepared response. There is a huge electric generator
under that lot incase another 9/ 11 happens. They
dig up that lot and use it as a back up," Smith explained.

T he suggestion of a meet and greet in the
beginning and half year of every year to get shuttle
drivers familiar with students was made and noted
by Smith. Also, students agreed that signs should be
posted in the shuttles that have tlle shuttle driver
names and the phone numbers to call if a problem
should need to be reported.
Ware warned that shuttle drivers are human beings too and they are not the only ones who
have off days.
''A lot of times, students get on the shuttle
with an attitude," Ware said.
Part of Marcus Ware, HUSA president,
and Will Robert's, vice president, platform for
HUSA candidacy was "put it on blast", meaning
that students should be able to present their issues
to HUSA allowing HUSA to gath er concerns and
bring them to the people. The next "Put It On
Blast" forums will involve Information Systems Services, the Office of Residence Life, Sodexho and
the Campus Police Department starting again on
O ctober 24.
T he HUSA Advocacy directors and student services coordinators offered themselves as
liaisons at students' disposal when it comes to any
shuttle service or parking issues.
"They can contact me, J essica Bailey, the
deputy director. T he can come to the HUSA office
at anytime. Email us, our numbers are available,"
Paris Walker, director of Student Advocacy, said.
The next scheduled forums will be held on
O ctober 24, November 14 and D ecember 6.

Continued from FRONT,
MOTHERS
"We'll always have the m~jority if all of the
black men are in jail," said Beru1, a white civil rights
activist.
As a civil rights lawyer and mother herself, Washington said that it is time to "protect our
cllildren, especially our young males of color." Engrossed in racial legal matters, she asked evc1yone to
work toward a solution of racism by treating young
people as "precious commodities," stat1 "challenging
anyone who tries to bring harm to our cllildren" atld
to make it extremely uncomfortable to be racist anywhere in Anlerica.
Concluding Part Ill of the Children's
Defense Fund "Cradle to Prison Pipeline Crisis in
America" program, tllis session generated solutions
to ending the "p1ison pipeline" that young people,
mainly yow1g people of color, experience.
\ \lallace suggested that there be more recreational options for young people in Jena to keep

them off the streets, out of jail and iiway from those
who cl1oose to continue to be racist.
''l,>\le're trying to put together a five year
plan to prevent the pipeline from school to prison,"
said Dennie Littlejohn, chair of the Tennessee Dispropprtjonate Minority Confinement Ta~k f'-Orcc.
" \ \Ii: came here because we're trying to figure out
how do we stop it."
Mi.::hael Browne, a junior health management majo1; said, "Changing the educational system
will alle\~ate the problems in our i111pove1ished communities." Browne lead the organization of the bus
trip for Howard University students to participate in
tllejena Six rally on Thursday.
'1\s a young black mat1, how do you pride
yourself if you only learn through a Eurocentric
point of view?" Browne asked. "It was a great program but we always tread too lightly. It's time to get
serious."

Learn to Write!
•

Hilltop Writing Workshops
Wednesdays @ 6pm

Can You Write?

Gr.eat!
Come to• the
Budget Meeting
Mondays @ 7pm
in the West Towers P-Level
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Who's behind so1ne o f the world's b iggest
co1npanies?
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Did you know that BuslnessWeek recen tly named U .S. Del o itte F inns a s the
#1. Plo~ -to Loundt o C.or~ irt Z.007?
Graduates of top schools come hef"e for the opporfunrty to provide consulting services to some of the
biggest C01npanies In the world.
We hire energetic. innovative individuals who see beyond 1he obvious and can think broadly and
deeply, bringing greater value to their dienls~
To team more about pursuing a career with Deloitte Consulting. we invite you to
attend and meet our Federal Practice.

For More Information Contact:
Robert warmkessel. campus Recruiting
Phone: 202-370-2245

E- mail: rwannkesset@deloitte.com
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BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY 5
New Lexus Models Improve Safety to Extreme
BY LINSEY ISAACS
Staff Writer
Automobile safety has
reached an entirely new level with
the advances in technology made
by various car manufacturers.
From airbags to rear backup cameras, manufacturers have created
a Pre-Crash Safety system packed
with new Driver Monitoring Systems being piloted b: the highest
selling brand of luxury cars
the
Lexus.
The new Lexus l..S 600h,
set to debut on Oct. I, features a
series of safety enhancements to
prevent automobil,. crashes.
The technology recognizes potcntiallv dangerous situations by using both cameras and
scans to minimize collisions. The
Driver Monitoring Sy:;tem has six
cameras mounted on top of tlle
steering column, which uses algorithms to plot the position of the
driver's facial features and monitor their movements, measuring
the width and center line of the
face.
\Vhen the driver looks i1.
a direction more than 15 degrees
away from the area in front of
them while there is a prospective
collision allcad, the system warns
tl1e driver and brieny applies t11e
breaks. If the attempt fails and

the driver does not respond to the
warning, the seatbelts are retracted and the emergency brakes arc
prepared.
\Vhen a collision is inevitable, Pre-Crash Intelligent
Headrests are activated, moving
the car's headrests up 35 millimeters and forward 60 millimeters.
The cushioned headrests are utilized to prevent the possibility of
a whipJa.,h injury.
Cameras are also placed
in the rear of the car, allowing
drivers lo fully view what is behind them whether the car is in
motion or not.
The L\'.. 470. a safety
vehicle wluch was unveiled in
2006. is the epitome of the Lexus
brand's dri\-C to impro\'e safety on
the road.
The vehicle is equipped
with similar rear backup mirrors
and both front seat and second
row curtain airbags.
Among these feanires
also lies the advanced optional
Night View System,_ which uses
near-infrared technology to illuminate pedestrians or other
obstacles at night. By giving a
clearer view to the driver, whether
they use high or low beams, the
chances of an accident due to tl1e
inability to sec is decreased.
"W:th premium luxury,
outstanding safety features and

!?{) The 2008 Lexus LS600h l.
h.
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Drivers who buy the new Lexus LS 600h (above) can ride around with a greater sense of security as the car's safety
features utilize the latest technology and cameras to prevent carelessness from turning into a head on colllslon.
superior off-pavement capability,
the LX 470 continues to exceed
the high expectations of its owners," Lexus group vice president
and general manager Rob Caner
said in a press release. "\Vc're Cl'rtain that the enhancements for
2006 will help the LX 470 continue to set the standard for premium luxury in its segment."
New models of the LS

600h vehicle were tested among
100 different drivers and more
than 60,000 miles, proving that
these features would function correctly regardless of the way ilie
driver is seated or their facial features.
Despite the amount of
work being done to protect drivers, the public is still skeptical
about the excessive use of auto-

mated car safety.
"It's a little bit too much
in a car," Porsha Blakey, a freshman international bu~iness major,
said. "I would hate to be in a car
and it malfunctions or something
goes wrong. It's dangerous."
But, safety has not always been a prio1ity for carmakers. Seatbelts, for example, were
not introduced to the public until

1950, and were not considered
a vital part of the driving experience until years later. Other
automobile necessities such as
safety glass 'vindows were not introduced until 1924. T he first stop
sign in Detroit appeared shortly
after 1914.
The lack of safety features available when automobiles
first hit the roads did not cause as
much of a disruption as a similar
situation would result in today.
The simplicity of those safety values has now caused the whirhvind
of technology to take over, causing tl1e extreme safety upgrades
in cars today. H owever, the public
still believes that although the necessity for safety features in vehicles is high, the use of technology
is too tremendous.
"I think it's good that
we're making progress in improving our safety," said sophomore
political science major RyanJ eter.
•
"But I do believe that there are
other tllings we can use this technology for."
The safety features including rear backup cameras and
cameras mounted on the steering
column will be standard in the
Lexus sedans LS 460, LS 600h
and LS 600h L. These models will
be available to the public within
the coming month.

Amateur Online Videos Are
Putting Police in the Hot Seat
BY TODD FRANKEL
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MC!)
ST. LOUIS
\Vhat the
video captures is confusing, but at least
tllis much is clear: A St. Louis city
police officer pepper-sprays the man
holding the camera. The video cuts
to the officer walking toward the man
in his backyard, then abruptly turning
around and leaving.
"You've seen on videotape
what he just did 1" the cameraman

yeJls.
TI1e video was shot back in
2004, in a confrontation between city
police and Danny Carter, a St. Louis
resident.
But it wa.m 't until a few
months ago that the video found a
worldwide audience on YouTube.
From there it found an attorne)'.
"\\'ithout the video it's \ 1:1)
unlike!) this case would ha\-C been
taken,., said attomt'} Rodnr} Holmes.
who in July filed a federal ~uit on Carter's behalf alleging civil rights abuses
by city police.
A police spokesman declined
to comment on the litigation but said
a police 1-eport justified the officers' interaction with Carter. who was wanted
on outstanding warrants.
Using video to capture candid moments with police is not new. In
199 I a bystander videotaped the beating of Rodm.'Y King in Los Angeles.
But how such video gets
spread has changed dramatically.
Thanks to video-sharing \Vcb sites
such a.s YouTube, Google Video or
~1etacafe, a video clip can reach thou·
sands
e\-en million~
in just days.
Such speed wa.s on displar
earlier this month with the video shot
by a 20-year-old St. Louis resident
of his interaction with an angrv St.
George, Ill.. 1>0lict officer. 1 he clip, almost 13 minutes long, ha, been vie,,ed
more than 500,000 times in five days.
The man who shot it, Bretl Darrow,
is now a quasi-celebrity. He has been
interviewed on national networks such

as CN:li and MSNBC.
Sites such as YouTube have
spawned an explosion of these "police
misconduct" videos - scenes from
Kansas City to California to Malaysia
and plenty of questions about what
exactly people are seeing. No one vets
the images. Questions about editing
and baiting are not addressed. There
is no context. The brief clips are just
uploaded and allowed to float out into
the public domain.
But the videos are ha,;ng an
effect, sa~ Q.~g Slate, di~t,.Qf tht.:.
Police Complaint Center, a nonprofit
police watchdog group in \Vashington.
"It really is changing how people perceive police officers," Slate said.
Slate's group has turned
catching police wrongdoing into a cottage indusll)'. The group helps people
find outlets for their videos. It also
hires itself out to news organizatiom
almost exclu<i\cl\' TV stations - to
do undercO\-er stings of local police
dcparunents.
In January, Slate was hired
by KTVI in St. Louis to visit police
stations with a hidden cainera and ask
for a police complaint form. He visited
several towns, inch:ding' Bel-Nor, Maplewood and Florissant. H6 xnet considerable resistance. In Pine Lawn, he
was arrested and charged with "failure
to comply" after a police sergeant got
upset ''~th Slate's request. The chan~e
was dropped.
Now people are taJcing advantage of th~e new distribution
methods. This year, the ACLU of
Ea.stern ~1issouri began handing out
handheld Hi-8 video cameras to residents of St. Louis' Fairground Park
neighborhood. Activists say police
mistreat black residents. So far 10
cameras have been distributed . othing of interest has been shot yet. But.
savs Redditt Hudson, ACLU racial
justice manager; thc::cameras cmpQwcr
people and provide a protective factor
because police in that area know they
may be videotaped.

·~other

dynamic I see developing with the power of ";deo on
ilie Internet is that mainstream America is becoming aware of the si;ale and
scope of this problem," Hudson says.
St. Louis police spokesman
Richard Wilkes said police welcomed
the cameras. "We have nothing to
hide," he said.
Sites such as YouTube make
it impossible to hide. And the widespread distribution of clips can put
pressure on authorities to act against
police misconduct. List year, footage
of a UCLA student being Ta.sered by
campus police in the library sparked
widespread outrage. A UCLA report
found the officer's actions "unnecesSal); avoidable and excessi"-e."
And even footage shot b)'
police can find new life on YouTube.
Thousands of people have viewed the
crui~er-cam video of two Kansas City
police officers who didn't c.ill an ambulance for a pregnant wom,m during
a traffic stop in febrnal) 2006. Ther
believed she was lying about her condition. The woman later misc,\rricd. A
judge is considering how to discipline
the two officers.
But a video camera does not
guarantee compelling footage.
Take, for example, the short
YouTube clip from someone called
"Omahacopwatcher."
fhc video shows a young
man preparing to ask for forms to file
a complaint against an Omaha police
officer. "\Ve suspect they will not be
giving us these complaint [forms] so
easily," he tells ilie canlera.
Anticipating a confro,1tation.
he can be seen approaching a female
officer behind a glass booth. He asks
for 10 complaint fonns. The female
officer smiles and say-i;, "OK. That's
fine"
As she "'alb awar to fill his
request, he turns to the camera and
smiles sheepishlr"\,Vell, that's surprising," he
says.

••
Andte1 W!'Qhl • Seatlle Times (MCT)

Footage shot by police officers via In-car cameras or so-called cruiser-cams (above} Is even finding Its way to You Tube.

\

Apple Keeps Macs
Exclusive in Market
BY KHALID MUHAMMAD
Editorial Assistant

onlinr and make a purchal>e without getting
a hands-on feel for the computer.
Consumers are left with two options
blindly believe the hype and purchase a ~iac. or veer away and go "~th the
prominent, almost tmi,-ersaJly available PC,
which could al~ put one in danger of catching a virus since most security flaws plague

Exclusivity may be the credo for
Apple Inc., but could the stubbornness not
to make their computers a\-ailable through
retail be hurting tllem? Yes and no.
Potential PC consumers looking
to upgrade to a new computer are left with
a daunting decision: choosing a vulnerable
I think tlrnt their excluqvity is
\ \'indows \'ista or a relauvel) outdated 'U'. pan or their branding." Gaines said. ''It's all
Microsoft's monopoly on the PC market IM.s .\bout the image the) want to portray. Percreated a loyal breed of tcchnologic.J con- sonall>; 1 like that it's not that easily availsumers.
able. It makes me feel like I got something
But in this relationship, where the exclmive. 1 feel special to be a Mac owner."
consumer exchanges billions year!). many
Countering Gaines' opinion, sophare left unfulfilled, cheated by viniscs and omore civil engineering major Rykiel Robcrashing operating systems.
inson said, "PCs run everything. But truth
Apple's
be told, the only
Macintosh may
reason f like PCs
prove to be the
is because they
needed alternative
are everywhere.
for one who can
They're in your
no longer trust the
classroom and in
dominant force in
your offices."
tllis rnistrustfol reRob lationship.
inson hits right
"I ha"-e
on the subject at
a
Dell,"
said
hand, that is, since
sophomore biolPCs can be found
ogy· major Tricia
almost
everyTalbot. "Two of
where, they may
my
roommates
forever
control
have ~lacs, and
the majority •hare
they say they lo,·e
on the computer
it. I think that
market.
~lac is going to
By not
take over. Adaptone Lyles · S1aft Photographer maJcing Apple's
ing to the change Apple gives Its Mac computers an air of exclusivity by available through
from PC is weird only selling them onllne and In Apple's retail stores.
many retailers,
at first, but once
the
company
you get used to it,
may be sacrificthey arc pretty nice."
ing sales in order to stick by integrity.
In 1985, Apple held its highest
Another factor contributing to
market share at 16 percent, a number that consumers not committing to a Mac is that
could mean so much for them today in 2007 its price is much higher than most PCs.
when sales account for billions yearlv.
"They are so expensive," RobinIn the bland and static PC market, son said. "I really don't want to pay Sl,500
consumers are continually searching for an for a computer."
alternative to the fatally flawed Vista operatln tlle end, one would have to go
ing system.
inside the business mind of Apple computOne thing putting off consumers ers and see if it longs to be sold in the same
from making the choice to side with 1'1ac is stores next to PCs.
that it is not easil>• available to find and test
To the a\-erage consumer, Apple's
at retail stores.
overall marketing plan is to retain a level of
' 'I don't think it's that exclusive if boutique-like exclusivity and provide topone can easilr go to a Mac store," s;ud ~lac notch senice to the niche they have develowner and sophomore marketing major oped since their inception in 1977.
Hakeem Gaines.
M any would agree that that is an
But, most will find iliat they can honorable approach to business.
only touch the actual product at Apple retail
Talbot said, " In five years, I think
stores, mostly located in large metropolitan that people are going to be like, '\'\That's
areas.
Dell?' I really should go and upgrade and
Therefore, if one lives in the mid- get a M ac."
dle of nowhere, ilie only choice is to venture

pc,.
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Brightens rooms.
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Brightens futures.
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Think about it. Most gifts are pretty unimaginative. Alamp turns on. It turns off. Pretty exciting stuff.
And there are some gifts that no one knows what they're supposed to do.
But give Savings Bonds, and you'll be giving the gift of future possibilities-from a down payment
on a car to help with college tuition. With eight denorninations to choose from, there's a size for every
occasion. You can select the popular Se1ies EE Bond or the inflation-protected I Bond. They're
available through most banks, where you work, or automatically through the new Savings Bonds
EasySaver Plan at www.easysaver.gov.
Call 1-800-4US BOND for recorded rate
information, or write to:
Creating a
Savings Bonds Pocket Guide,
New Century
Parkersburg, WV26106-1328.
of Savings
51

'

SAVINGS
.BONDS

For complete information about U.S. Savings Bonds,
visit our Web site at \\'WW.savingsbonds.gov.
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Nationals Triumph in Final Game At RFK Stadium

Pt-00 from_,,~ com

The Washington Nationals played their last home game at RFK stadium Sunday. The team will move to a new
state·of·the-art ballpark on the Southeast Waterfront in April 2008.

BY JAMMEL DAVIS
Contributing Writer
As
the
\Vashington
Nationals closing pitcher Chad
Cordero steps to the mound, he
realizes the importance of this
game. In front 'or a season high
40,000 fans, Cordero prepares
for the final inning in Robert F.
Kennedy Stadium.
In attendance, fan Patrice
Cochran said, "People seemed
very focused on the Nationals
winning the game, very focused
on the game itself. It was close
with a lot of ups and downs and
momentum shifts."
With three different lead
changes, the Nationals entered

the ninth inning leading the
Another Nationals fan in
Philadelphia Phillies 5-2. The attendance described the mood
pressure could be felt in the air as nostalgic, saying "everyone
and on the field, with this game was hoping for a win and trying
being a must-win situation for to go out with a bang."
both teams.
After giving up a run, the
The Phillies, who arc tied Nationals lead just 5 to 3, the
with San Diego for the National Phillies with runners on the first
League wildcard spot and just · and second bases.
two games back from the NL
Nationals' fan David
East division lead, need to win Sturn said, "The ninth inning
every gan1e in order to make it to was exciting. Trying to strike
the playoffs.
out the last player was a great
For the Nationals, the mo1nent."
must-win is for a different reason.
Up to bat, third baseman
Being more than 18 games back Wes Helms - with two strikes
from the division lead and more and two balls - received the
than 16 games back from the pitch. Sent zipping towards
wildcard ~pot, the Nationals have home plate, Cordero threw a fast
no postseason chance.
ball, high and centered. Helms

leaned into to it, swung and fans
got the bang they wanted. It was
strike three, as the ball hit catcher
Schneider's glove.
The crowd erupted in
unison as fireworks exploded
over the stadium. "You couldn't
have had a better ending than
that," Sturn said.
\Vith the win Sunday
night, the Nationals improved
to a winning record, but not for
the season. The Nationals look
to finish 15 games under 500,
but an overall winning record to
close out their three-year tenure
in RFK. Stadium.
Next season, the Nationals
will commence play in their new
stadium, located off of South
Capitol Street, just one block
from the Anacostia River. With
a price tag of $61 1 million, the
41,222-seat stadium will be the
new home of the Washington
Nationals beginning in the 2008
season.
According to the Nationals
organization, the stadium is "An
innovative design of steel, glass
and pre-cast concrete to create
a facility that uniquely reflects
the architecture of Washington,
D.C."
For the past three seasons,
the Nationals have called
RFK stadium home, though
the stadium has always been a
temporary home for the team.
Since the Montreal Expos
originally moved to Washington,
D.C. and became the Nationals,
plans have always been for a new
stadium to be designed exclusively

for baseball. Since RFK is the
fourth oldest active major league
park, it is considered archaic and
out of date.
"It's
just
outdated,"
Nationals fan Rachel Beasley
said. "It really needs to be
upgrad~d to be on the level
of other stadiums. It just can't
compete."
Since its opening in 1961,
RFK Stadium has had various
teams claim it as their home. Built
for both baseball and football, it
was the first stadium designed for
both sports. It originally housed
both the Washington Redskins
for 36 seasons, and the Anlerican
league baseball team, the
Washington Senators, who left
in 1972 and became the Texas
Rangers.
After Sunday's final game,
RFK. will be the sole home to the
Major League soccer team D.C.
United, who also plan to relocate
in the near future.
The new stadium will
give the Nationals an authentic
ballpark built for baseball,
improving the fans' experiences
of the games.
"You can play ball
anywhere," Nationals fan Jim
Keyes said .. "But I've lived in
other cities where they had
baseball-specific stadiums built,
and the difference it makes is
huge."
Problems fans cited with
RFK. included obstructed views
from seats, a lack of TV monitors
throughout the halls, chipping
paint, old wooden seats and

terrible concessions. Nationals
enthusiast Dan Beasley said,
"The concessions were terrible.
You would stand in line for 45
minutes only to find out you
couldn't get a sausage." Other
fans spoke of the undersized
scoreboard, which was hard to
see, or the old speaker system,
which was at times hard to hear.
"You
couldn't
hear
anything where we were up in
the nosebleed section," said
Rachel Beasley, wife of Dan
Beasley. "The sound system is
terrible there."
The
new
stadium's
upgrades include 181 concession
stands, compared to RFK.'s 102,
wider and larger hallways that
would allow fans to move around
easily.
There will also be a new
speaker system with a high
definition
LED scoreboard
more than three times the size
of RFK.'s current scoreboard,
totaling in +,532 square feet in
size.
Anticipation
continues
to grow for the new stadium's
scheduled April 2008 opening.
Information on tickets for the
new ballpark can be found online
at www.Nationals.com. On Sept.
30 the Nationals will end the
2007 season in Philadelphia.
D.C. United will continue
to play in RFK with games both
on Wednesday and Saturday, but
for RFK. Stadium, major league
baseball is simply a thing of the
past.

Black Pro Athletes Under the Microscope More Than Whites
BY STEPHEN KNOX
Contributing Writer
Last week, Philadelphia
Eagles quarterback Donovan
McNabb got the whole nation's
attention with comments he
made on the HBO program
" Real Sports."
McNabb said that black
quarti:rbacks in the NFL are held
to a higher standard than white
quarterbacks in the league.
Now that McNabb has
spoken from the most important
position in the most popular
sport in America, it raises the
question of whether black
athletes are treated the same as
white athletes.
H oward soccer player
Greg \Vestbrook said, "The
problem is in negative criticism.
When a olack athlete makes a
mistake, it is magnified way more
than when a white athlete makes
a mistake."
Junior english major and
cohost of \>VHBC's "Real Talk,
Sports Talk" Michael Benjamin
agreed with Westbrook.
Benjamin said, "Look
at Micllael Vick. The media

Rob Kandel· AlenloWn ~b-nilg cal (MCT)

Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb recently came under fire for his comments about black quar·
terbacks in the NFL being under more scrutiny than white quarterbacks.

convicted him of dog fighting
before he \\aS even formally
charged, while Tom Brady has

two children with two different
women and he gets no bad press
whatsoever."

Benjamin also said that
the black athletes who contribute
to society in a positive way are

not recognized.
'\'\tlanta Falcons running
back Warrick Dunn has a
foundation where he builds
houses for single mother families
in Atlanta," he said. "I happened
to catcll on a local small sports
station, while OJ. gets arrested
and it is all over CNN."
Benjamin
continued,
"Only
four
percent
of
sportswriters are black. It is
impossible for them to understand
how our minds work and how we
should be portrayed."
Some believe that if black
atl1letes want their image to
change, then they should start
acting appropriately in public.
University of Michigan
journalism major and former
Howard
student
Donnie
Beacllam said, "Many of the
athletes in sports come from very
rough environments, and are
exposed to different things. So
the playing field is not level, so
it is unfair to always judge these
athletes by mainstream America's
standards."
\Vestbrook
said
he
sometimes hates to hear black
athletes do post-game interviews.

''You can cringe sometimes at
the way these athletes talk on
television," he said.
\Vestbrook raised the
question of whether or not wh.ite
An1erica respects black athletes
at all. ' 0 f hey respect black
athletes strictly on their athletic
ability, but not as human beings,"
he said.
Beacham said, "Wh.ile a
good percentage does respect
our athletes, there are quite a
few white Americans that think
of black athletes as coons in a
modern day minstrel show."
Benjamin
said,
" It's
conditional respect. As long as
the black athlete performs on
the field, then white people love
them. Once the performance
level decreases or they make a
wrong decision, white Anlerica
jump$ all over them."
As an example, Benjamin
said, "Shaq has been the teddy
bear of the NBA for years, but
his play i~ decreasing and he
just divorced his wife. He has
been attacked in the media for
something that the majorit) of
Americans do anvwav."
'

.

Howard Athletes, ROTC Members Face Similar Challenges
Alison Richardson, a
junior mechanical engineering
major and AF' 300 in the ROTC
The sun hasn't even program. said, "It's more of a
begun to rise by the time Tyler lifestyle than just an activity.
J ackson heads out the lobby doors 'Vhen you're training, it's not for
of Slowe Hall. The morning a game or an event, it's for your
shuttles don't start running until livelihood."
Stamina and consistency
7:30 a.m., so he is forced to drive
to campus in order to make it on seem to be the hallmarks of both
Bison athletics and the ROTC
time for a 6:45 a.m. line up.
On Mondays, Tuesdays program when it comes to
and Wednesdays, students in training. But it appears that what
the ROTC program begin their initially starts olT as gruesome
PT, or Physical Training, when conditioning tapers o!T as teams
most of H oward is still soundly focus on technical aspects of the
game.
asleep.
For example, the Bison
"Our
trammg
is
different from Howard athletes football team starts practice with
for the simple fact that we're individual pos1l!on emphasis.
training to be physically fit, not They then separate into offense
collegiate competitors," Jackson and defense, where they analyze
the
upconung
opponents'
said.
Both Howard athletes tendencies.
Aller tackling and
and students in the ROTC
program have very demanding running drills, they continue on
physical
requirements,
and to the portion of the practice
both reward performance with dedicated to special teams.
It is not until the very
scholarship opportunities.
But which is the more end of prac ice that the team
diffi.:ult of the two? Could any spends five to 10 minutes on
H oward athlete complete an conditioning in the form of
ROTC physical training exercise? progressive wind sprints, also
Aie there other factors that play known as "gassc1 s."
Jackson said that besides
a part in a person's ability to
starting training at sun11se,
complete these requirements?

BY AVERY GREEN
Contributing Writer

students in the ROTC program
must complete several physical
standards set forth by the APFT.
"The Army Physical Fitness Test
consists of a minimum amount
of repetitions for sit-ups, push ups
depending on your age group
and a timed two-mile nm," he
said.
In
contrast,
the
standards of athletes change
almost every week. They
have to live up not only to the
expectations of their coaches,
but also their teammates and
Bison fans.
"Performance at meets
was a big factor [for me), plus
that fact that my coach noticed
me progressing at practices,"
said Stephen Small-\Varner, a
junior track athlete who started
as a walk on athlete and is now
on scholarship.
But
Small-Warner
believes the ROTC program
- which routinely trains with the
track team - is harder than Bison
athletics "because not all of them
are necessarily athletes... [athletesJ
have been pla: ing for years
and they are prepared or know
what is expected before the first
practice."
He continued, "With
athletes, we are often taught

to practice like you play, so it's
easy to have fun during training,
while in the ROTC program, PT
is just one aspect of the many
responsibilities that they have."
J ackson agreed, saying,
"I don't think one is harder than
the other, but I know I wouldn't
be able to do some of the things
the football and track teams do.
And I'm sure there are certain
things that we do that they might
not be able to handle."
Scholarship
opportunities for both groups are
not easy to come by, as students
must maintain a llllrumum
GPA while still performing to
their highest abilities . without
distraction.
"I
can
definitely
understand what they go through
because if' you make strides
during practice it's one thing,
but if you're at a meet and you
just happen to have a bad day,
the coach will take that into
consideration when its time for
scholarships,"
Small-Warner
said.
But Richardson said it
is not as simple as that for ROTC
students because the commitment
goes beyond college.
Once out of college,
ROTC students under contract

THE HILLTOP

Coutlesy of Army ROTC

ROTC Students have rigid routines, much like Howard athletes.

must fulfill the required amount
of years that the federal
government has paid for their
time in school, similar to a

college loan. The difference is
these students pay in the form of
service to their country.
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Register for AlertHU
online at:
www.howard.edu/bisonweb
ONLY AUl'HEN'I1C EMERGENCY
NOTIFICATIONS AND SCHOOL CLOSINGS
WILL BE SENT.
NO
............... OR SPAM WILL BE SENT~!
•
Be among the first to be notified in case of an etneTgency
situation at Howard University. The University has
con1rac1ed the services of an Emergency Notification Alert
provider to send you a text message, a telephone call.~ or an
emaiD mfflSage to your alternate email acco11nts in case of an
:Fii..........y.
In order for this program to be effective, we
need you to register. Registration is simple, and will only
take about 30 seconds.

REGIS'fER TODAY!!

--IOIA.JO'C---Rn.. ................ ._ . .
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H E Y MAN. WHE:l<'e's THe
A O M IN ISTl<'ATIVE: SUIL.OIN G?

Directions:
Each row, each column, and each 3x3 box must
contain each and every digit 1-9 exactly once.

STl<'AIGHT THAT WAY.
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On Friday, Sept. 21, two
Delaware State University (DSU)
students, both from the \Vashington, D.C . area, were shot on
the Dover, Del. campus. Repons
of the shootings reached the police at 12:54 a .m., according to a
statement released by Delaware
State University Police Chief
James Overton.
The statement said that
by 2:01 a.m., an initial warning
notice was distributed throughout
the university community and
by 2:45 a.m. all studen ts were
secured in their dormitories. By
2:55 a.m. a revised notification
was completed and posted in various campus buildings as well as
the university's \ Veb site and was
recorded on the university's emergency contact
line.
By 5: JO a.m. Allen L. Sessoms, president of DSU, cancelled
classes for Frida}\ Sept.
21 and placed the campus on restricted accrss
with only essential personnel being granted entry.
The response to the emergency situation on campus by
DSU administration is a good example of how quickly emergency
issues on campus should - and
can be addressed.
The main argument after
the Virginia Tech shooti ngs m
April was that university officials
waited too long to e-mail students
a warning and th at the university
didn' t do enough lo protect its
students during the emergency.
T hat argument has led
some to believe the presiden t of
Virginia Tech should be replaced.
From that situation, many universities have initiated emergency
alert systems such as the HU Alert

system, which is designed to send
text and voice messages to mobile
phones in addition to e-mails to
listed accounts registered on Bison Web.
Many students can remember H oward having its own
mini-emergency weeks ago when
a prank call was received by the
Metropolitan Police Department.
The caller threatened violence
against people on the 2400 block
of 16th Street N.\V. as well as
against himself, only half a block
from the ~feridian Hill H all dormitOf).
Campus police and Residence Life acted swiftly in putting ~leridian under lock down
through the shelter-in-place pro-

also showed that more students
need to enroll in the HU Alen
system immediately in case anot her emergency situation occurs
on campus or in the District with
implications to H oward's campus.
If something like the
shootings that happened at DSU
happened on Howard's campus,
word of mouth informati on and
text messages from unknown
sources would not be a safe way
to get the word out.
Additionally,
students
should take into consideration
that emergencies can happen at
any hour of the day, whether or
not classes are in session.
\>Vaiting until a statement
gets released by the muversity or the Campus
Police Department to
find out what is hapltis every student's
pening on campus is
waiting too late in an
responsibility to enroll
emergency
situation,
the HU Alert system.
especially when instant
notification is available.
Enough blame is
cedure, and shuttles were divert- put on university administration
ed from the area until the scene and police for not handling situwas cleared.
ations, such as campus emergenHowever, students and fac- cies, to the best of their abilities.
ulty on the main campus were left At Howard, we have a program
either unaware or misinformed that could save time, as well as
about what was going on near lives, in the event of an emergen.tvfcriclian and information was C)', and students cannot afford to
misconstrm:d.
ii;norc it.
Students received mes[he entire campus comsages from friends and acquain- munity needs to enroll in the HU
tances saying there was a sniper Alen system immediately. After
on top of lvl eridian, which was logging onto Bison \>Veb, a link unnot the case. Later, some st udents der the Parking and Student Elecfalsely believed three students had tions options that reads Alert H U
will be available. It's a simple probeen shot 11ear 16th Street.
The way information was cess that only takes minutes and
distribu ted b) friends through could make a world of difference
text messages was a good show of in the event of an emergency on
community accountabilit}; but it campus.
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Coma to our budgat meeting
MONDAY@ 7P.M.
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Correction: The Delta Sigma Pi centennial year is 2007, ineaning the organization was
founded in 1907, not 1909 as reported in the Wednesday, Sept. 19 issue of The Hilltop. Additionally, there are 46 collegiate members in the Iota Rho Chapter and not 56 members.
Also, the theme "Keeping Business in the Black" is the Iota Rho Chapter's theme and not the
international fraternity's collective theme.
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HU Alert Could Save Time, Lives

i

2251 Sherman Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 806-4724 (Editorial)
(202) 806-4749 (Business)
hilltopbusiness@gmail.com
Now in its 84th year, TM HiJlJop is published Monday through Friday by Howard
University students. With a readership of more than 7,000, TM HiJlJop is the largest blaclc collegiate newspaper in the nation.
The opinions ex.pressed on the Editorial & Perspectives page are the viCWll of the The
Hilltop Editorial Board and those of the authors and do not necessarily represent Howard
University or its administration.
TM Hilllop reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical errors Bild any
inapporpriate, libelous or defamatory content All letters must be submitted a week prior to
publication.
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HILLTOPICS

September 26, 2007

CLASSIFIEDS

University Fashion

The Hilltop prints
Hilltopics every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The first
20 words are $10 and
.25 for each additional
word.

Wednesday,

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR

September 26, 2007

Council
Meeting

AND SUBMITTED

Fine Arts Building

SEVEN DAYS IN
ADVANCE.
$5 LATF "J 1 0 ALL
CLASSIFIED ADS NOT

-

1

Room 2009 @ 6 pm

SUBMITTED SEVEN

" The Trials of style"

DAYS
IN ADVANCE.
Payment acceptable
Cashier's check or
money order . Any
questions please contact
The Hilltop Business
Office (202) 806-4749
or by e-mail www.
Hilltopbusiness@gmail.
com
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lie11eral Body

Meeting Wed.
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Hov4anl University
Cla ,a Department
11

Study Trip to Rome and Southern Italy
May 11-24, 2008
Pfctu.re yaur.se1f lle1el
Rome. Tivalf, Amalfl Coast,

Capri. ~rt1pe,t and much, much morel
For dllblfls '111\t' tl1• wwlull».
www.aa•.bowud...tulcl...taldautalodp.am2.Dm.l1b11
• &. Ca•<u Ds;m lna.m: Ladm H;dl 254
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